LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying several articles about human-centric lighting, discussing the sections that are either unclear or difficult, and completing Homework 05 Human Centric Lighting, Part 2, you should obtain a conversational understanding of the opportunities, challenges, unknowns, and ethical considerations associated with human-centric lighting. This reading and preparation assignment is a step to support your knowledge acquisition.

ASSIGNMENT
In preparation for discussion at our next class meeting and to complete the second part of the human centric lighting assignment, read these articles:


To prepare for class (where active involvement is expected!), prepare approximately five questions (or comments) about the above articles. Did parts of the articles use unfamiliar language or concepts? What about the articles was unclear, or is still fuzzy? You may have many more than five questions, which is also okay—there is no limit on the number of questions.

DELIVERABLES
Upload your questions to Canvas.